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**Abstract**— It is well established that all-dielectric, self-supporting cables on high voltage overhead power lines can suffer from damage through the mechanism of dry-band arcing. A number of heuristics have evolved over the past 20 years and these are used to determine whether such cables are capable of reliable performance. A key element to planning is modeling the installation conditions. In addition to the geometry of the high voltage line, such a model needs to consider the climatic environment and potential pollutants on the cable. In this paper a model is built based on the commercial software CDEGS (Current Distribution, Electromagnetic Fields, Grounding and Soil Structure Analysis) which is widely used in the power industry. The model developed is shown to be consistent with a number of previously published models. It is demonstrated that the relative sags of all-dielectric self-supporting cable and conductors is key to the severity of the installed situation. It is also shown that the towers do not need to be modeled for the most severe cases of high pollution, but are required for accuracy in medium and low pollution cases.

**Index Terms**— ADSS cable, dry-band arcing, modeling, CDEGS, transmission lines, high voltage, currents.

**I. INTRODUCTION**

The growth of the internet and telecommunications has increased the demand for communication paths able to transfer large amounts of data. Deploying optical fiber cables on existing overhead power lines often provides a fast and low-cost route to achieving this objective. A variety of cable types can be used to this end [1]. The most widely used have been the optical ground wire (OPGW) and the all-dielectric self supporting (ADSS) cable. Correctly designed cables ensure that optical transmission is virtually free of interference from electrical and other environmental factors. However, the ADSS cable suffers from a form of surface degradation known as dry-band arcing, which can lead to complete mechanical and thus optical failure of the cable.

Dry-band arcing on optical cables has been studied over the past 20 years. As a result cable design has been improved, mainly through the development and use of better sheathing materials. Other solutions have been proposed and tested to various extents, and normally involve the introduction of a limited degree of conductivity into the cable [2,3,4]. One feature of this dry-band arc phenomenon is that it only occurs because of the large scale of the overhead lines and the resulting capacitive coupling between optical cable, conductors and ground. Thus, modeling the ageing processes in the laboratory is not straightforward and activity continues to develop suitable tests and verify their validity [5].

This paper is concerned with theoretical modeling of potential installations so that the severity of any particular route can be predicted. The work utilizes a commercial software package and extensively refers to other researchers’ activities for comparison and verification. The issues of modeling service conditions are addressed, so that the electrical environment of an ADSS cable can be better understood. One of the key parameters of such a model is the conductivity per unit length of the cable. This conductivity varies in time, by weather and pollution changes, and identifying its value is itself a challenging issue [6]. This is particularly important if the model of dry-band arc compression as a failure mechanism [7,8] is to be considered, since in that case very infrequent weather conditions may control the cable’s life expectancy rather than typical or average conditions.

![Fig. 1. Typical location of an ADSS cable on a twin circuit tower.](image)
II. THE ORIGIN OF CURRENTS ON ADSS CABLES

Typically, an ADSS cable is suspended on a lattice tower between the phase conductors at the height of the lower cross-arm as shown in Fig. 1. The choice of location of the ADSS cable on the tower is normally made by mechanical considerations such as existing fixing locations on the tower, ground clearance and clearance from conductors.

The ADSS cable houses optical fibers for telecommunications [1]. The construction of the optical cable is not of importance to this analysis. Essentially it is modeled as an insulating rod. A resistance per unit length is ascribed to a thin layer of pollution on its surface, and is represented schematically in Fig. 2 as a linear resistance $R$, while $C_1$ and $C_2$ are distributed capacitances to a phase conductor and ground respectively. $R$ depends upon the moisture and amount of pollution on the sheath surface. The cable diameter is typically designed to be between 14 and 16 mm.

The cable is fixed to the tower by metallic clamps. These also provide low resistance paths to ground, and are assumed here to be of negligible resistance. The clamps are fixed over metallic armor rods which are designed to spread the mechanical clamping load on the cable. These are of the order of 2 m long and totally enclose the cable in the region of the clamp. It is through these metallic armor rods that current flows to ground from the ADSS cable.

Fig. 2 shows a schematic of the electrical situation for the ADSS cable. Essentially this is a simplified transmission line model. The resistor represents the ADSS cable sheath resistance and the capacitor $C_1$ represents the coupling capacitance between the ADSS cable and one of the phase conductors. The capacitance between the tower and the ADSS cable has been ignored in this schematic. This approach has been widely used for calculating the coupling capacitance between the many conductors and the ADSS optical cable as described in the following section.

III. DRY-BAND ARcing

Dry-band arcing arises on an ADSS cable as a result of currents on its surface. The currents can have values of up to 10 mA when the cable is wet and heavily polluted, although values of 0.1 mA are more typical. These currents produce Joule heating in the moisture on the cable surface, for example pollution on a cable gives a resistance per unit length of 1 MΩ/m, and 5 mA results on the cable close to the tower, 25 W/m will be generated. Any local region that adventitiously has a higher resistance will experience higher heat output and thus dry faster. This positive feedback process results in classical dry-band arc formation. As shown below, the current is controlled by the cable’s distributed resistance, and a small high resistance region does not significantly influence the current flowing. Once this dry-band is established, and if sufficient voltage and current are available, a stable dry-band arc can be formed. It is found that once an arc is established the dry-band length is similar to the diameter of the cable (~14 mm). The arc will normally be extinguished by additional precipitation reducing the resistance of the dry-band, or by the dry-band extending in length due to continued Joule heating so that insufficient voltage is available to strike an arc. Dry-band arcs lead to localized heating of the cable sheath and can lead to tracking, melting or erosion depending upon the sheath material and the nature of the arc (principally controlled by its current).

Determining the likely voltage and current available to an arc is thus critical in determining which sheath is suitable for any application. If insufficient voltage or current is available then stable arcing is not possible and the situation is benign.

There is no consensus on the conditions required to age or damage a cable. A heuristic frequently used is that a ‘standard’ (by which is meant medium density polyethylene) sheath is satisfactory for cables which are deployed in space potentials up to 12 kV. Above this voltage ‘track-resistant’ sheaths should be used. Such sheaths are typically aluminium trihydrate filled EVA blends [9,10]. Rowland and Nichols have previously argued that current should be the key parameter for application engineering [8]. More recently Tuominen and Olsen [11] suggest 1.5 mA and 26 kV are the limits for standard sheaths and 5 mA is a limit for ‘track resistant’ sheaths.

All models of degradation consider a continuous gradual ageing in two phases. Firstly, a hydrophobic sheath gradually becomes hydrophilic over several years of low current surface discharges and natural UV radiation. Secondly, once the sheath is hydrophilic, dry-band arcing occurs occasionally throughout the cable’s remaining life, gradually degrading its surface through tracking or erosion. Rowland and Easthope [7] offer an additional third step in which it is possible for a rare condition to arise in which a dry-band is dynamically shortened in length creating very severe damage in just a few seconds of aggressive activity.

Much work needs to be carried out before the mechanisms of ageing are clarified and the uncertainties of life prediction are reduced.

![Fig. 2. Schematic of the electrical environment of the ADSS cable. Only one conductor is shown for clarity.](image-url)
The typical voltage profile along a uniformly polluted ADSS cable is shown to display a single peak at the span centre. Associated with this curve the current on the ADSS cable is seen to peak at the towers and be zero at mid-span, Fig. 3. The magnitude of the current and voltage is dependent upon the line geometry and the resistance of the cable [12].

Under certain conditions, such as when the ADSS cable has a high resistance, it has been shown that voltage can peak at two positions within the span [8,13], and that the associated current still has a continuously increasing value from mid-span to the tower. The reason that at the location of a voltage peak (i.e. zero voltage gradient) we can still see a current is not immediately obvious. However, if the source of the current to the cable is considered it is explicable. Not only does the voltage gradient on the cable drive the current on the cable, but we must consider the current driven through the resistive path of the current through the tower or the earth. The resistive path of the current through the tower or the earth (i.e. the clamp at each tower). Its electrical structure is effectively a hollow conductor through which the ADSS cable passes. This was represented as a solid metallic section of the cable with electrical characteristics identical to the tower structure. Where there was no tower in the simulation model each clamp will not be significant in determining the voltages and currents on the ADSS cable so these simplifications can be made without penalty. Cables and conductors with sags were built in the model by approximating each geometry to a series of straight conductors 1 m in length.

The work reported here utilises the commercial package CDEGS and in particular the sub package HIFREQ. The CDEGS package is based on a series of mathematical equations referred to both field theory and circuit analysis. As a result, CDEGS is a suitable tool for this application.

The HIFREQ package can calculate current distributions for networks of overhead conductors and metallic grids. From the current distributions, HIFREQ calculates electric fields and scalar potentials at in-air and in-soil field observation points [18].

The modeling construction is confined to building blocks of straight conductors (i.e. cylindrical physical shapes with a minimum length equivalent to their diameter). The resulting simulation procedure is time-consuming and therefore some simplifications of the ADSS cable system have been made. Firstly, the conductive pollution layer on the cable was modeled by altering the resistivity of the whole cable, which was assumed to be homogeneous through its cross-section. Thus, a change in pollution level was modeled by an equivalent alteration in uniform cable resistivity. Another simplified structural detail was the suspension assembly (i.e. the clamp at each tower). Its electrical structure is effectively a hollow conductor through which the ADSS cable passes. This was represented as a solid metallic section of the cable with electrical characteristics identical to the tower structure. Where there was no tower in the simulation model each clamp will not be significant in determining the voltages and currents on the ADSS cable so these simplifications can be made without penalty. Cables and conductors with sags were built in the model by approximating each geometry to a series of straight conductors 1 m in length.

The modeling construction is confined to building blocks of straight conductors (i.e. cylindrical physical shapes with a minimum length equivalent to their diameter). The resulting simulation procedure is time-consuming and therefore some simplifications of the ADSS cable system have been made. Firstly, the conductive pollution layer on the cable was modeled by altering the resistivity of the whole cable, which was assumed to be homogeneous through its cross-section. Thus, a change in pollution level was modeled by an equivalent alteration in uniform cable resistivity. Another simplified structural detail was the suspension assembly (i.e. the clamp at each tower). Its electrical structure is effectively a hollow conductor through which the ADSS cable passes. This was represented as a solid metallic section of the cable with electrical characteristics identical to the tower structure. Where there was no tower in the simulation model each clamp will not be significant in determining the voltages and currents on the ADSS cable so these simplifications can be made without penalty. Cables and conductors with sags were built in the model by approximating each geometry to a series of straight conductors 1 m in length.

The modeling construction is confined to building blocks of straight conductors (i.e. cylindrical physical shapes with a minimum length equivalent to their diameter). The resulting simulation procedure is time-consuming and therefore some simplifications of the ADSS cable system have been made. Firstly, the conductive pollution layer on the cable was modeled by altering the resistivity of the whole cable, which was assumed to be homogeneous through its cross-section. Thus, a change in pollution level was modeled by an equivalent alteration in uniform cable resistivity. Another simplified structural detail was the suspension assembly (i.e. the clamp at each tower). Its electrical structure is effectively a hollow conductor through which the ADSS cable passes. This was represented as a solid metallic section of the cable with electrical characteristics identical to the tower structure. Where there was no tower in the simulation model each clamp will not be significant in determining the voltages and currents on the ADSS cable so these simplifications can be made without penalty. Cables and conductors with sags were built in the model by approximating each geometry to a series of straight conductors 1 m in length.

The modeling construction is confined to building blocks of straight conductors (i.e. cylindrical physical shapes with a minimum length equivalent to their diameter). The resulting simulation procedure is time-consuming and therefore some simplifications of the ADSS cable system have been made. Firstly, the conductive pollution layer on the cable was modeled by altering the resistivity of the whole cable, which was assumed to be homogeneous through its cross-section. Thus, a change in pollution level was modeled by an equivalent alteration in uniform cable resistivity. Another simplified structural detail was the suspension assembly (i.e. the clamp at each tower). Its electrical structure is effectively a hollow conductor through which the ADSS cable passes. This was represented as a solid metallic section of the cable with electrical characteristics identical to the tower structure. Where there was no tower in the simulation model each clamp will not be significant in determining the voltages and currents on the ADSS cable so these simplifications can be made without penalty. Cables and conductors with sags were built in the model by approximating each geometry to a series of straight conductors 1 m in length.
conductors sag and towers were neglected. Fig. 5 shows the equivalent results taken from [14]. It can be seen that the results are in good agreement. Small discrepancies are probably caused by differences in assigned values of sizes of the towers and from differences in conductor resistivities.

Tuominen and Olsen [11] produced a model for a single circuit tower. Two of their results are illustrated in the two graphs on the right hand side of Fig. 6. This shows, for one half of a 300 m span, the magnitude of the current developed on the ADSS cable with 100 kΩ/m resistance. Calculations for three different values of differential sag are provided (the differential sag is the difference between the sag of the conductor and the ADSS cables when expressed as a percentage of the span length). The upper and lower graphs in Fig. 6 shows a significant impact when the phasing of the conductors is changed. The graphs on the left hand side show the equivalent calculations from the CDEGS model. Once again the predictions are identical.

Fig. 4. Space voltage potential contours perpendicular to a double 400 kV transmission line for different phasing patterns as produced by CDEGS.

Fig. 5. Two data sets equivalent to Fig.4 from [14].

VII. THE IMPACT OF THE TOWER

In the previous section it was shown that the model constructed is consistent with previously published work. The model complexity is now increased to identify the impact of the tower structure.

Karady et al [13] previously showed, using a lumped circuit approach, that the presence of a tower had little effect on their calculated currents and fields. Using the CDEGS platform a physical model of a tower can also be built and put into the model. A transmission suspension lattice tower (D STD) was chosen according to UK standards for a 400 kV double circuit with a span length of 360 m. Each phase conductor in the model has a radius that represents a twin conductor system [18]. The model configuration can be seen in Fig. 7.
Fig. 8a shows the current and voltage magnitude developed on the 50 m adjacent to the tower of a 300 m span for ABC-ABC phasing pattern with and without towers in the model. It can be seen that the presence of a tower only affects the current at a distance up to 5 to 6 m from the tower. It can also be seen that the current magnitude in the last 2 m, where the cable is inside the tower body, remains relatively constant. This is because the tower shields the ADSS cable from the conductors, preventing additional current in this region, and maybe even draws some current to ground capacitively. The choice of cable resistance for this model was 100 kΩ/m in line with that chosen by Karady et al [13]. This result is very similar to Karady’s. What Karady did not show however is that the relative impact of the tower increases with ADSS cable resistance, although all the current magnitudes decrease. Fig. 8b shows the impact on the same geometry for a 3 MΩ/m cable. The effect is significantly more pronounced with a reduction in peak current at the towers of approximately 30%. Voltage gradients are not affected by the tower in either case. The voltage gradient is considerably reduced for the more conductive cable compared to the very resistive case.

VIII. THE IMPACT OF differential SAG

The tensile modulus of the conductors and the ADSS cables are very different and as a result they are normally strung with different tensions and sags. Typical values for a conductor are 3% and for an ADSS cable 1.5%. These values change with conductor temperature and local practice. This means that the relative position of the conductors and ADSS cable change considerably across a span. Small variations in sag percentage can give rise to large movements of the ADSS cable relative to the positions of the conductors. It may well be that the designed sag difference means that the ADSS cable is fixed to the tower mid-way between the bottom four phase conductors, but at mid-span is mid equidistant from the top four. Data presented here consider the impact of such sag differentials. Towers are not modeled in the results presented in this analysis.

To demonstrate how the current and voltage distributions depend on the phasing pattern, models with and without sag are shown for an ABC-ABC arrangement in Fig. 9, and ABC-CBA in Fig. 10. A 360 m span distance was chosen and three different resistivities were modeled for the ADSS cable.

IX. DISCUSSION

The optical cable is usually positioned at the middle of the lowest cross-arm of the tower because of the mechanical convenience of this point (Fig. 1). As can be seen in Figs. 4 and 5, this is close to the null point, which is formed when the phasing pattern is ABC-CBA. However, when the symmetrical configuration ABC-ABC is considered the space potentials in this region are more severe. Hence this pattern is also shown. Consequently, the phasing combination changes the voltage potential on the optical cable surface from less than 10% to something above 20%. It should also be noted that often the worst case seen is when one of the circuits is switched out [1,14]. The issue here then is that it is clearly necessary to consider all the possible phase arrangements in the cable’s life including phase outages.

![Fig. 8](image1)

**Fig. 8.** The effect of including towers on the model on current magnitude and on potential along the cable length for a) 0.1 MΩ/m cable, b) a 3 MΩ/m cable. Note the current scale is different in each case.

![Fig. 9](image2)

**Fig. 9.** Results for ABC-ABC phase arrangement with (a) no difference in sag and (b) a 1.5% difference in sag for different pollution levels.
The most aggressive conditions for the cable are to be found when the conductivity of the pollutant on the cable is high. The effect of the tower on the calculation is negligible at very high conductivities (100 kΩ/m), as observed by Karady et al [13]. However it has been shown that at higher, more realistic cable resistivities the tower can make a significant difference to the current to ground. This is primarily because the distance over which current is gathered is smaller in the high resistance case and so the length affected by the tower capacitance is of more importance. The tower does not significantly alter the voltage profile experienced by the cable or the voltage available to drive an arc. The presence of the tower must always reduce the current to ground and so when calculating the situation of any installation, ignoring the tower will always give a worst case analysis, and can be justified on that basis. The cases examined here suggest that in the more onerous situation of high pollution this approximation is a good one. This certainly helps application engineers use lumped circuit models, and speeds up processing within CDEGS.

It is immediately clear by comparing the magnitude of the currents in Figs. 9 and 10 that introducing sag can radically alter the voltage profile and the resultant currents. Also the current no longer necessarily peaks at the tower if differential sag is considered. This is in agreement with previous findings [11].

By studying the graphs for the ABC-ABC arrangement in Fig. 9, it is observed that differential sag reduces the values of the maximum current and also changes the position where these values are developed on the dielectric cable when its resistance is 0.1 MΩ/m. Specifically for this situation, the current is maximum at that distance from the tower where the ADSS cable has the same height as the conductors with the middle phase.

In the cases of cables with larger resistances, which are more representative of a working situation, the voltage gradient on the cable is greater close to the tower.

If sag is not considered in the tower construction shown in Fig. 1, symmetrical phase arrangements on the tower (ABC-ABC) normally give a higher prediction of current and voltage than asymmetrical phasing (i.e. ABC-CBA). This is evident in Figs. 9 and 10. When differential sag is included in modeling this is no longer the case. This is a key conclusion when considering application engineering for twin circuit towers.

To further assist understanding the shape of the voltage profiles Fig. 11 shows the magnitude of current along a given span. The real and imaginary components of the current are also shown. This is one way to demonstrate the changing phase of the resultant total current on the line. Karady et al show similar data using relative phase information [13]. The graph below is chosen because it assists in understanding how the physical origin of the currents affects their magnitude and direction. It can be seen how the voltage gradient on the cable is driving the direction of the real component of the current, whilst the imaginary component is controlled by capacitances. Their vector addition gives rise to the shape of the current magnitude.

The effect of sag might also be investigated by considering the traditional view of space potential magnitude in the mid-span plan perpendicular to the cables, in conjunction with a superimposed phase map. Intuitively a clearer picture might be gained by considering the phase change in voltage as the position of the ADSS cable moves relative to the phase conductors along the span. Fig. 12 shows these plots for the tower geometry used in Fig. 4. Contours at a separation of...
approximately 15 degrees are shown. Clearly, as the ADSS cable changes position relative to the conductors, its voltage magnitude and/or phase is changed. The resulting changes in voltage phase are the reasons behind the changes in current seen in such cases compared to the situation of models with no differential sag. In these latter cases the ADSS cable is parallel to the conductors and the phase of the voltage does not change along its length.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 12.** Plot of angle contours of the space potentials in Fig. 4 for ABC-CBA phasing. The white circles indicate the conductors and earth wire positions.

**X. CONCLUSIONS**

A model for predicting the currents and voltages imposed on an ADSS cable has been developed using the CDEGS platform. This model has been shown to be consistent with published models of other researchers.

The model shows that incorporating relative sag is critical to the determination of voltages and currents on the cable’s surface. In cases of very high conductivity the tower does not impact the calculations significantly, but at typically realistic cable resistivity per unit length values of above 500 kΩ/m, the tower may be important in calculating the correct values. In the single and double circuit cases considered, ignoring the tower gives a worst case current.

Knowledge of pollution levels is critical to accurate predictions and this remains the weakest link in such calculations. Further work is required to understand material performance in differing environments in the presence of arcing. Conservative considerations can be used to judge the suitability of ADSS cable with various sheaths for specific applications, only if current calculations are used in conjunction with voltage profiles, which is not presently the common practice.
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